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March 9th, 2022 

 

 

 

It's Status Update Day! Although there's not much new information to share for 
this week, we do want to mention that our team is continuing to ship out the RAK 
Hotspot Miner backlog orders in parallel with the alternative miner orders. 
CalChip has shipped over 5k alternative miners to date. :)  

Customers who are filling out the Free Swap Form are receiving shipping 
notifications within 2-4 days as long as all information is submitted correctly and 
there are no shipping address updates needed. (Our team is working through 
these as quickly as possible). For more information, please see our Free 
Alternative Miner Swap FAQs 

*If you've opted in for the swap and have received your miner(s), please 
spread the news on one of our social channels whether you prefer 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, or Instagram! 

CalChip and RAK continue to work together to deliver RAK Hotspot Miners to our 
remaining customers.  

 
RAK Hotspot Miner Shipping Update: 

The RAK Miner Shipping Table is below. Please note: U.S. Zebra is a very large 
batch that contains a high volume of orders and will take longer than normal to 
complete. Please continue to be patient with us as our Operations Team ships 
out the units as quickly as they are received. In order to provide the most 
accurate shipping estimates, we'll continue to update this chart as needed as we 
work through shipping out the hotspots, batch by batch. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/general-rak-free-swap?_pos=1&_psq=swap%20form&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://calchipconnect.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/4481807635476-Free-Alternative-Miner-Swap-FAQs
https://calchipconnect.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/4481807635476-Free-Alternative-Miner-Swap-FAQs
https://twitter.com/CalChipConnect
https://www.facebook.com/CalChipConnect/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6898045181233389568/
https://www.instagram.com/calchipconnect/
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Please see below for the February/March Shipping Table: 
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Shipping: 
 
The Shipping Calculator will always contain the most up-to-date shipping 
information on your RAK Miner order(s). Please note that the hotspot orders are 
shipped out in the same order they were received, however, in order to 
streamline shipping speed, our Fulfillment Team does pick the orders ahead of 
time based on the quantity of hotspots per order. Example: Orders with 2 
hotspots or less may ship out before orders of 4 hotspots or more).  

Please make sure you're entering your order number correctly when utilizing the 
Shipping Calculator! It's very important to pay close attention to the number of 
digits that are in your order number versus how many digits are shown on the 
Shipping Table. 

  

Yak and Zebra: 

EU Yak and Zebra are complete. U.S. Zebra is in progress. 

  

Alien through Jabba the Hutt: 

 
EU Alien is in progress. The remaining batches are all estimated to be shipped 
before or during Q2, 2022. We'll share more information on the estimated 
shipping timelines for these batches as we gain more concrete supplier 
information.  

  

We appreciate you! 

Thank you, 

  

The CalChip Connect Team 

  

  

 

https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/rak-hotspot-miner-shipping-calculator

